The objections of testing experts to standardized testing are evaluated. The report begins with a foreword by Chester E. Finn, Jr., followed by an executive summary and an introduction. Four case studies include: (1) experts' opposition to high-stakes testing in Texas; (2) in North Carolina; (3) concerns raised in connection with the National Assessment of Educational Progress; and (4) in connection with the Scholastic Assessment Tests. Eight alleged harms of standardized testing are: (1) test score inflation; (2) curriculum narrowing; (3) emphasis on lower-level thinking; (4) declining achievement; (5) harm to women and minorities; (6) expense; (7) over use compared to other countries; and (8) opposition from parents, students, and teachers. Each of the claims is examined in detail, and a rebuttal is offered for each. The conclusion offers two views of testing and learning. (Contains 139 endnotes.) (SLD)
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Foreword

No issue in U.S. education is more controversial than testing. Some people view it as the linchpin of serious reform and improvement, others as a menace to quality teaching and learning.

The public's view is clear: most Americans favor plenty of student testing for purposes of information, accountability and incentives. So do most policy makers. Hence statewide assessment systems are now the norm. Most of these systems rely in full or in part on "standardized" testing of some sort.

Particularly as the "stakes" that are attached to test results become more serious — with promotion and graduation now often hinging on attaining some minimum score — more attention is understandably being paid to the strengths and weaknesses of standardized testing and to ways of improving it. Many jurisdictions have been striving to make their assessments more sophisticated and sensitive. Some states supplement their "standardized" tests with more complex methods for gauging the performance of districts, schools and students.

Yet the critics are relentless. Even as the public and its elected officials want these testing regimens to become more consequential, many educators deplore them. In the widening use of such tests, they see a practice that distorts the curriculum, discourages higher-order thinking skills, and, ultimately, depresses student achievement.

The most curious aspect of this debate is the special animus that many testing "experts" hold for tests. Indeed, I have sometimes thought that the working definition of a testing expert is "a person with a Ph.D. who has the reputation of knowing something about testing but who has never met any test that he thinks should actually be used for any real purpose."

This is the third research report on testing from the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation. In July, 1998, we issued A TIMSS Primer by Harold W. Stevenson, and in October we published Filling In the Blanks: Putting Standardized Tests to the Test by Gregory J. Cizek.

Now we are pleased to present this critical essay by Richard P. Phelps, Why Testing Experts Hate Testing. In its pages, Phelps engages in a point-by-point analysis of eight arguments that testing experts commonly fling against standardized testing. He describes those who embrace this anti-testing canon and delves into the research they offer as proof. Finally, Phelps offers his estimation of the future of testing — and its critics.

Richard Phelps has conducted education research for over a dozen years for the Indiana Department of Education, the General Accounting Office and the American Institutes of Research. Recently, he has joined the staff of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development in Paris, where he helps to coordinate OECD's World Education Indicators project. (This report was not written in
association with any of his aforementioned employers, however, and should not be construed to represent their views in any way.) Readers wishing to contact him directly may write to him at OECD ELS/SID 2, rue Andre Pascal, F-75775 Paris CEDEX 16 France or send e-mail to Richard.PHELPS@oecd.org.

The Thomas B. Fordham Foundation is a private foundation that supports research, publications, and action projects in elementary/secondary education reform at the national level and in the vicinity of Dayton, Ohio. Further information can be obtained from our web site (www.edexcellence.net) or by writing us at 1627 K Street, NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20006. (We can also be e-mailed through our web site.) This report is available in full on the Foundation's web site, and hard copies can be obtained by calling 1-888-TBF-7474 (single copies are free). The earlier testing reports by Messrs. Stevenson and Cizek may be obtained in the same ways. The Foundation is not connected to or sponsored by Fordham University.

Chester E. Finn, Jr., President
Thomas B. Fordham Foundation
Washington, DC
January 1999
Executive Summary

The American people have consistently advocated greater use of standardized student testing, and more states than ever now administer standardized tests on a regular basis. Yet such tests also evoke protests from many educators and testing experts. These critics oppose the concept of testing in general, and fervently denounce high-stakes tests (which carry rewards for success and consequences for failure) and multiple-choice tests in particular. Critics generally find standardized tests to be seriously flawed and allege that they even have pernicious effects.

Testing experts hurl an arsenal of arguments against a wide range of targets. This report appraises their objections, first by examining four case studies, then by scrutinizing eight of the principal arguments and the “research” that undergirds them.

The case studies include testing experts’ opposition to high-stakes testing in Texas and North Carolina, where the assessments have been credited with producing marked gains in student achievement; objections to state-level reporting of scores on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP); and challenging the use of the SAT scores in college admissions decisions.

The basic argument made by testing critics is that the use of high-stakes standardized tests is counterproductive. Instead of leading to stronger academic achievement, it is said to interfere with good teaching and learning. In this contention, the critics embrace a sort of domino theory. Pressure to produce higher scores leads teachers to focus on material that will be covered by the tests and to exclude everything else. The curriculum is thereby narrowed, which means that some subjects are ignored. Within those that are taught, lower order thinking skills are emphasized. As a result, test scores get inflated while real learning suffers.

In addition to the alleged harms of 1) test score inflation, 2) curriculum narrowing, 3) emphasis on lower-order thinking, and 4) declining achievement, testing experts add a quartet of other arguments: 5) standardized tests hurt minorities and women, 6) the tests are too costly, 7) other countries don’t test nearly as much as the U.S. does, and 8) parents, teachers and students in this country are all opposed to testing.

These eight claims are examined in detail and a rebuttal is offered to each. The arguments are found to be irrelevant, misplaced, overly simplistic or untrue. Many of the weaknesses attributed to standardized testing turn out to involve shortcomings of teaching and assessment in general rather than standardized testing per se.
Introduction

The public has often been asked how it feels about testing. Over several decades and in a variety of contexts, the American people have consistently advocated greater use of standardized student testing, preferably with consequences for failure (i.e., “high stakes”). The margins in favor have typically been huge, on the order of 70-point spreads between the percentage in favor of more testing and the percentage against.²

But the public may not get its way. Many educators and education “experts” oppose standardized testing and high stakes. This throng includes some school administrators who fear the fallout from poor test results, but also, and most notably, it includes most education school faculty. In a 1997 survey, a national sample of these faculty members voiced substantially less support for high-stakes standardized testing than did other groups. “[O]nly 49 percent believe raising the standards of promotion from grade school to junior high and letting kids move ahead only when they pass a test showing they’ve reached those standards, would do a great deal to improve academic achievement. In sharp contrast, the percentage reaches 70 percent among the general public (and 62 percent among teachers).”³

The polling organization Public Agenda found that, “while supporting standards in concept, professors of education seem reluctant to put into place concrete, high-stakes tests that would signal when kids are meeting the standards.”⁴ They are especially opposed to multiple choice tests. “Fully 78 percent want less reliance on multiple-choice exams in the schools. [E]ducation professors...call for more reliance on portfolios and other authentic assessments.”⁵

These faculty members don’t think standardized tests demonstrate learning. “The fact is that all of the data say standardized tests don’t predict what they are intended to. They just don’t do it... There is no standardized test that is good,” a Boston professor told Public Agenda.⁶ The professors recognize that the public has a different view of testing, however. Public Agenda reported that many faculty members expressed “disappointment and some exasperation that so much current educational research seems to be ignored or dismissed by the public.”⁷

Several years ago, the American Educational Research Association (AERA), a group consisting primarily of education professors, hosted a press conference on student testing issues in Washington, DC as a “public service to build bridges between researchers and policy makers.” Five prominent members of the group presented papers, such as “The Teacher, Standardized Testing, and Prospects of Revolution,” in unanimous opposition to President Bush’s then-pending proposal for national tests, as well as to “high-stakes” use of standardized tests, multiple-choice formats, “external” tests (i.e., tests not written by classroom teachers), and other features of student testing that they disliked.⁸

The reader may be struck by a paradox: it frequently seems that experts on testing have never met an actual test that they like and want to see used.

It frequently seems that experts on testing have never met an actual test that they like and want to see used.
bad. The anti-testing canon includes allegations that standardized tests, particularly those with "high stakes":

- induce "teaching to the test" which, in turn, leads to artificial inflation of scores;
- narrow the curriculum to a small domain of topics;
- tap only "lower-order thinking" and hence discourage innovative curricula and teaching strategies;
- cause student achievement to decline;
- are unfair to minorities and women;
- are costly in terms of money and time;
- are overused in the United States, especially in comparison with other countries; and
- are opposed by all those who truly care about children.

Not all testing experts hate testing, however. Hundreds of them work cheerfully for state and local testing agencies and for test developers. The opponents we hear the most from are a relatively small group of "testing policy" researchers, who are on the faculty of education schools or who work at organizations such as the federally funded Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing (CRESST),9 the Center for the Study of Testing, Evaluation, and Educational Policy (CSTEEP)10 at Boston College, and an advocacy group known as the National Center for Fair and Open Testing (FairTest).11 A brief excerpt from a FairTest publication entitled *Fallout from the Testing Explosion: How 100 Million Standardized Exams Undermine Equity and Excellence in America's Public Schools* sums up the basic position of that organization.12

Standardized tests often produce results that are inaccurate, inconsistent, and biased against minority, female, and low-income students. Such tests shift control and authority into the hands of the unregulated testing industry and can undermine school achievement by narrowing the curriculum, frustrating teachers, and driving students out of school. 13

In this report, the arguments of the testing experts who hate testing will be held up for careful scrutiny. First we examine four case studies that suggest how these experts deploy their arguments in the real world. Then we appraise those arguments.
Case Study 1: The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

Proposals for national testing systems, be they from George Bush or Bill Clinton, tend to attract a great deal of attention. To date, however, there is only one such test — the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). NAEP is an assessment based on samples of schools, and no individual student information is made available to anyone. It is a "no-stakes" test.

For decades, NAEP samples were exclusively national and so were NAEP scores. In the 1980s, however, many people pressed for state-representative NAEP samples (a.k.a., State NAEP). Almost half the states had instituted their own testing programs, many of them high-stakes “minimum-competency” graduation requirements. Some state leaders wanted to gauge their students’ levels of achievement or the progress of their states’ education reform efforts against an external benchmark, and the scores of state-representative samples of schools and students on NAEP seemed the perfect candidate to be that benchmark.

But what sounds like an obvious idea drew strong opposition from testing experts. Daniel Koretz, a researcher with CRESST and the RAND Corporation, made three separate arguments against releasing state-by-state NAEP scores. First, he argued that the public cannot be trusted with such information. Koreetz wrote that “[S]ome differences among states would be too fragile — too dependent on the specifics of the test — to warrant the simple interpretations that they will receive.”

Second, Koretz argued, academic success is predicted primarily by the socioeconomic background of students, so state-level NAEP will just show once again that richer states do better: “To infer that a difference between two states on the NAEP reflects specific policies or practices, one needs to be able to reject with reasonable confidence other plausible explanations, such as economic or demographic difference.” (Other opponents of State NAEP have made these arguments even more forcefully.) Third, Koretz insisted that, because State NAEP provides only cross-sectional data, it cannot show improvements in achievement that may coincide with education reform programs: “NAEP is purely cross-sectional, which eliminates a large number of the designs that could be used to draw causal inferences.”

The essence of these objections is that state-level NAEP results would be used to judge states and these judgments would inevitably be unfair. Since people who don’t understand what the scores really mean would use this information to evaluate the states, we shouldn’t gather the information at all.

In a counter to Koretz, Gary W. Phillips of the U.S. Education Department’s National Center for Education Statistics noted that, although a single administration of State NAEP might not allow us to evaluate the impact of reforms, a system needed to be established that could be used to appraise such changes in the future. We had to start somewhere. The National Academy of Education, assigned to review the efficacy of State NAEP, recommended implementation and reiterated that recommendation in a 1996 review.

With several administrations of state-level NAEP now behind us, we have time-series data with which to gauge the progress (or lack thereof) of each state’s youngsters are making in mathematics, reading, and (soon) science. We can
thus begin to see where state education policies are effective, with background factors controlled. The utility of NAEP scores as markers for monitoring state education reforms will be seen in the following two case studies.

The 1988 legislation establishing state-level NAEP also permitted “standards-based” reporting of scores. Historically, NAEP results were reported only according to abstract “scale scores” that were not anchored to any standards. But the National Assessment Governing Board — to the continuing dismay of many testing experts — judged that NAEP results would be far more useful, particularly in tracking progress toward the national education goals that the President and governors set in 1989, if they showed how U.S. children were doing academically in relation to how well they ought to be doing. The Governing Board established three performance levels, which it termed “basic, proficient, and advanced,” and accompanied each with descriptions written in plain English about the specific skills and abilities represented by each level. Like State NAEP, the performance level concept and the method for setting the levels have drawn controversy, with some testing critics favoring the old scale scores’ aloof abstractness and many policymakers desiring more useful and understandable measures.21

It would appear, however, that the performance levels are here to stay. The National Assessment Governing Board has remained steadfast. And a recent National Research Council review of NAEP, while agreeing with the critics on a number of specific points, also concedes that

It is clear that Americans want the kind of information about the
achievement of the nation’s students currently provided by NAEP summary scores and achievement-level results.22

Case Study 2: Texas

Perhaps no state testing program has aroused the ire of testing critics more than the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS), for over a decade the backbone of the Lone Star State’s education accountability program. In its ratings of all state testing programs, FairTest rates the TAAS at 2 on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the worst score possible.

FairTest explains its dim view of TAAS as follows:

The Texas assessment system needs many major changes. It relies almost entirely on multiple-choice items, except for a writing prompt, and has a high-stakes graduation test. On most of the other standards, however, the state does very well. It has strong bias review procedures, provides solid public information, accords parents substantial rights, and has a thorough and continuing review system. Professional development appears fairly extensive.23

Observe that FairTest gives the state’s testing program the second-lowest possible rating for only two reasons: the use of high-stakes and multiple-choice tests. According to Monty Neill of FairTest, “When you have high stakes and then add an exit exam, that jacks up the system so that the test becomes the curriculum.
One should not be using scores on tests to make serious educational decisions.24

Responding to evidence that pupil achievement in Texas has improved markedly since TAAS was introduced, Neill “concedes that the improvements are impressive,” reports Education Week, “but he says that an enriched curriculum, not test preparation, is behind the shifts.”25 There may be a contradiction here. According to Neill, the test has become the curriculum in Texas and the improvement in student achievement is due to an enriched curriculum. Still, he declines to see the improvement as linked to the testing.

In addition to the FairTest criticisms of TAAS for its high-stakes and multiple-choice formats, the Texas testing program has been the subject of two separate lawsuits. The NAACP asserted that it was biased against blacks since they performed worse than whites on the test.26 The Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund followed with a suit using the same logic.27 Both cases were heard by the U.S. Education Department’s Office for Civil Rights and both were dismissed.28

Through the clouds of flack, however, the citizens of Texas have remained on course, retaining and expanding TAAS. Moreover, the results do appear to be positive. Texas students’ average state test scores have shown achievement gains year after year. That Texas students have also made gains well above the national average on NAEP throughout the past decade would seem to corroborate the improvement.29

Other benefits have also followed. Observers of Texas report

• a greater focus on academic learning;

• a culture of high expectations and enthusiasm toward reaching standards;

• generous and immediate remediation efforts offered to poorly performing students, both because a system is in place to identify their problems early and because, with high-stakes tests, students’ problems are not just passed along to the next grade, where they become compounded;

• greater interest among teachers in academic strategies and more cooperation with each other to learn which ones work best, and how;

• with a regular system of assessment, quicker feedback for school faculty on which instructional systems work best; and

• the development in Texas of a school-specific information system on the World Wide Web for all parents to see, helping them understand their schools better.30

Though always intended to match Texas’s curriculum and performance standards, the state’s student testing program first took aim at basic skills and minimum competency. It has now been expanded to cover more grades (now 3 to 10) and purposes (statewide end-of-course examinations, for example). It has achieved better integration with the curriculum, professional development, and program planning, as well as student evaluation, and is today a key component of one of the most comprehensive accountability systems in the country.31

TAAS has also received strong political support from both parties. Both Republican and Democratic governors have resisted attempts to soften its requirements, even in the face of sus-
tained criticism. Indeed, gubernatorial opponents in the 1994 election attempted to outdo each other in their support for still higher standards and tougher requirements.32 In 1998, it is not even an issue.

Case Study 3: North Carolina

A similar story can be told about North Carolina, a state that, like Texas, ranked near the bottom on NAEP but has improved its student achievement dramatically after instituting a comprehensive, integrated, high-stakes testing program, and sticking with it despite serious opposition.33

The North Carolina Education Department rates schools based on their results on state tests. It is a “value-added” rating system in which adjustments are made to the expected performance of each school for socioeconomic and other background factors. Teachers at schools rated “exemplary” are rewarded monetarily. But poorly performing schools are not abandoned. The department assembles teams of three to five experts in curriculum and instruction who work with those schools for an entire year. These teams help school staff align their curricula with state academic standards, demonstrate effective teaching techniques, and try to locate additional resources for the schools.34 Fifteen schools designated for “mandatory assistance” at the end of the 1996-1997 school year finished 1997-1998 by achieving “exemplary” ratings for improving their performance by more than 10 percent.35 In 1998-99, state “assistance teams” are visiting forty-six public and seven charter schools, eleven of them under a “mandatory assistance” provision for the worst-performing schools in the state, the rest under voluntary arrangements.36

The sixty-odd schools visited by state assistance teams represent less than 3 percent of the state’s schools, however. Most schools either develop their own reform programs or rely on assistance from their school district. In Hoke County, the poorest county in the state, students who fail a test are offered a round of after-school classes, and are then allowed to retake the test without penalty.37 A Southern Regional Education Board study of the Hoke County Schools’ reform program found that the percentage of students who now meet the state’s algebra proficiency standard has doubled. Twenty percent more now meet the history standard. And the high school’s overall Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) scores are up 11 percent over three years. Also employers are more welcoming of graduates now.38

The whole process of reform in Hoke County was set in motion by its initial poor showing in the state testing program, which identified the district’s academic problems. Still, holding students, teachers, or schools to fixed standards means that some will do less well than others and some students may be held back. Johnson County, North Carolina, for example, passed a student-accountability policy of its own in 1996. The policy called for intensive remediation, but also for retention in grade of students who did not score at a proficient level on state exams.39

District officials claim the accountability program has boosted student performance.
According to Johnson County officials, more than one-third of students performed below grade level on the tests four years ago, yet just 1 percent of students were held back. This year, less than one-fourth of the students performed below grade level and 8.8 percent of students were retained under the policy — and for other reasons, such as absenteeism. The other 16 percent were promoted "based on the grades they earned and other academic factors." Not everyone liked the new policy. Fourteen parents filed suit against Johnson County on behalf of children who were held back. They argued that the tests were intended by the state to rate districts and schools, not individual students, and thus were "not valid for measuring individual performance." Walter Haney, a researcher at CSTEPP at Boston College, agreed.

It is a prime example of a test that was developed for one purpose...and applied for a purpose that is totally inappropriate and unintended.... The North Carolina end-of-grade tests were designed to hold schools and districts accountable. There is considerable potential for people trying to use [a] national test for similar decisions without stopping to examine whether, in fact, the content parallels the local curriculum.

The North Carolina tests do match state curriculum standards, however, and cover a representative sample of it. Because the state uses the tests to evaluate districts and schools, individual students usually see only one-third of each subject-area exam; by sampling this way, the state can cut testing time and costs. Had Johnson County held students back for poor performance on a test that covered only one-third of the curriculum, that would have been unfair. Instead, the district put the three separate pieces of the exam together to form complete exams that covered the entire curriculum.

A U.S. District Court judge last year rejected the plaintiffs’ request for an injunction to prevent another year of student retention. The plaintiffs later dropped the case. Richard Jaeger, a professor at the University of North Carolina who was chosen by the AERA to speak at their press conference on testing, criticized his state’s testing program in general, but particularly its high-stakes, minimum-competency element. That test is geared toward a relatively low level of basic skills and students have several chances to pass, starting in 10th grade. They may not graduate from high school until they pass it.

Jaeger argued that the costs to society of denying students diplomas might be too high. "As a determinant of a student’s life chances in American society, possessing a high school diploma is far more important than scoring well on a basic skills competency test." He cited statistics showing that high school dropouts are more likely to have blighted lives and argued that “the use of such tests jeopardizes the future of those young people denied a high school diploma by limiting their employability, reducing their quality of life, and diminishing their opportunity to contribute to society through the productive applications of their abilities.” Jaeger also presented evidence purporting to show that meeting higher standards...
and passing high-stakes tests do not improve students’ economic prospects. He implied that if North Carolina just gave poorly performing students their diplomas with no impediments, the state would enjoy less crime, fewer out-of-wedlock births, and shorter welfare rolls.49

George Madaus of Boston College and CSTEER and Lorrie Shepard of the University of Colorado and CRESST have also accused high-stakes tests of increasing the dropout rate.50 Their evidence, however, is spotty. Most U.S. dropouts leave school when they reach the limit of the compulsory attendance law, not when they fail an exam.51 When students in the large-scale Indiana Youth Poll explained why some dropped out, either disinterest in school or non-academic-related problems (such as pregnancy or family problems) were cited more than four times more often than academic failure.52

A careful examination of the dropout issue by Griffen and Heidorn, using data from Florida from the early 1990s (when a test similar to the one used in North Carolina was in place), found that

[F]ailure on a [minimum-competency test] provided a statistically significant increase in the likelihood of leaving school, but only for students who were doing well academically. Students with poorer academic records did not appear to be affected by MCT [minimum-competency test] failure; similarly, minority students did not demonstrate an increased likelihood of leaving school as a result of failing an MCT.53

Speaking about the same high-stakes exit exam in Florida, the psychologist and attorney Barbara Lerner explained as follows:

On the first few tries, 80 to 90 percent of Florida’s students failed the test. But they were not crushed, as the experts predicted, and they did not give up and drop out in droves without diplomas. They kept trying, and their teachers did too, working hard to help them learn from failure and, ultimately, to master the skills they needed to graduate. By the fifth try, better than 90 percent of them did just that. They left school not just with a piece of paper, but with basic skills that prepared them better for life.54

In spite of great advances in student achievement linked to the testing system in North Carolina, however, Fair Test gives the state’s system its lowest rating of 1 (on a scale of 1 to 5).

North Carolina’s assessment program needs a complete overhaul. It relies far too heavily on multiple-choice tests, tests too often, and has a graduation exam. It should reduce the grades tested, drop the graduation requirement, ensure districts do not rely on the tests for grade promotion decisions, and implement a performance assessment system based on the state standards.55

Overall, North Carolina showed the most improvement of any state on NAEP in the 1990s.56

Case Study 4: SAT

The test attracting the loudest and most sustained opprobrium from critics over the years is the SAT, used by almost two-thirds of U.S. colleges in making admissions decisions.57
One of the primary sustaining causes of FairTest is its crusade to convince colleges to cease using SAT scores in admissions decisions. If one read only FairTest's literature, one might well conclude that the group's campaign against the SAT has been very successful. According to FairTest, 240 colleges now have optional or limited SAT requirements.

Those colleges that offer the possibility of admissions sans test scores may, however, require additional proof of ability, such as a graded writing sample or on-campus interview. Moreover, even if not required for admission, the absence of a test score may still bias an application negatively.

Still, the SAT's impact is often overstated. The overwhelming majority of colleges are not selective, so a low SAT score will rarely keep a student out of college. Even at the most selective colleges, the SAT is seldom used alone by college admissions staff to make decisions. Typically, it is one of many factors that include a student's high school grade point average, extra-curricular activities, recommendations, essays, and so on. When surveyed, however, admissions counselors rate the SAT score as a more reliable measure than these other indicators.

The primary argument of SAT critics pertains to the test's "predictive validity"; it only explains 6 to 8 percent of the variation in first-year college grades, after other predictive factors are accounted for. If that's all the good it does, why bother with it, they ask? As Haney of CSTEEP says:

Which is more accurate? Does a person's height more accurately predict a person's weight? Or do national college entrance exams more accurately predict a student's success in college?

The answer: Height is a better predictor of weight. And there might be some crude relationship between height and weight. But it ain't real good.

To a college admissions counselor, however, 6 to 8 percent is a lot of predictive power, and the SAT only costs about $20. It costs society about $25,000 to educate a high school student. For an incremental cost of 0.08 percent over the cost of a high school education, the SAT score provides a college admissions counselor a 16 percent increase in information over what is provided by a student's high school record. The incremental cost-benefit ratio for the SAT is 194:1 over the high school record. The "break even" value of the SAT is over $3,900 per student; at $20, it's a bargain.

The SAT is a nationally standardized measure; a grade point average is not. One student can achieve a high grade point average by working extremely hard in difficult courses in a high school with exacting standards, while another can get by choosing easy courses at a high school with low standards.

Ultimately, the makers of the SAT do not determine its success; its customers do. Those customers are thousands of college admissions officers throughout the United States who are doing their best to select students they believe can handle the level of academic rigor at their institution.

College admissions officers are not deaf and blind. They hear and read the arguments against use of the SAT. Nor are they elitist conspirators opposed to fair admission policies. Moreover, they are not required to use the SAT.
(or ACT). They use such tests because they believe, based on personal experience, that they are valuable — so valuable that they consider test scores to be the second most important criterion in making admissions decisions, higher than grade point averages or class ranks, and second only to grades and test scores from Advanced Placement courses (which relatively few students take), the only other nationally standardized measure of achievement commonly available to them.68
Appraising the Criticisms

The basic argument made by testing critics is that the use of high-stakes standardized tests is counterproductive. Instead of leading to stronger academic achievement, it actually interferes with good teaching and learning. Testing experts embrace a sort of domino theory. Pressure to produce higher scores leads teachers to focus on material that will be covered by the tests and to exclude everything else. The curriculum is thereby narrowed, which means that some subjects are ignored. Within those that are taught, lower-order thinking skills are emphasized since these are what the tests tap. As a result of teachers teaching to the tests, subsequent test scores are inflated while real learning suffers.

In addition to the alleged harms of 1) test score inflation, 2) curriculum narrowing, 3) emphasis on lower-order thinking, and 4) declining achievement, testing experts add a quartet of other arguments against testing — that: 5) standardized tests hurt minorities and women, 6) tests are too costly, 7) other countries don’t test nearly as much as we do, and 8) parents, teachers, and students in this country are all opposed to testing. These eight claims will be examined in detail in the section that follows, and a rebuttal will be offered to each.

What testing experts particularly do not like are high-stakes, multiple-choice, external tests. They exorcise these tests with bad-sounding words (e.g., “lower-order thinking,” “factory model of education,” “uncreative,” “rote recall,” and so on), but the terms are seldom well explained. The root of most of the objections can be traced to the dominant worldview of testing experts (and many other educators).

The education philosophy driving many of these criticisms is constructivism, the view that every student and teacher constructs his or her own meanings from classroom activities, books, etc. Hence no construction is wrong or bad. We all know that there is often more than one way to get to a right answer. We all think differently, using different combinations of several different kinds of intelligence. Moreover, we all know that a student can process much of a problem well but still get the “wrong” answer in the end because of a fairly minor error, such as misplacing a decimal point.

As test critic (and constructivist) Mary Lee Smith of CRESST and Arizona State University describes it:

Constructivist theory assumes that students construct their own knowledge (rather than passively receiving knowledge transmitted by school) out of intentional transactions with materials, teachers, and other pupils. Learning is more likely to happen when students can choose and become actively engaged in the tasks and materials, and when they can make their own connections across subject matter on tasks that are authentic and organized around themes. According to this theory, literacy is whole, embodying reading authentic texts and writing as a way of unifying all the subjects. For
example, to be literate is to be able to explain the reasoning one uses to discover and solve math problems. Explicit in constructivist theory is the rejection of the pedagogy of worksheets and the exclusive reliance on phonics, spelling out of context, computation, isolated subject matter and the like.70

Constructivists oppose school practices that they think “fix” behavior. They see standardizing curricula and instructional practice as restricting teacher behavior and multiple-choice standardized tests as shackling student responses to problems.

For constructivists, the more open-ended the assessment the better, and portfolios are the most open-ended of all. They involve no standardized, mandated, pre-set responses and not necessarily even a standardized question to impede any student’s unique understanding of the problem, creative solution, and personal construction of the work.71 This constructivist worldview will be seen to underlie most of the arguments marshaled by testing experts against testing.72

1) Test Score Inflation

An initial set of harms ascribed to standardized testing falls under the rubric of “teaching to the test.” A CRESST paper entitled “The Effects of High-Stakes Testing on Achievement,” by Daniel Koretz, Lorrie Shepard, and others, purports to demonstrate that high-stakes tests in fact cause teaching to the test.73 The researchers compared student performance in math and reading from one commercial test given under high-stakes conditions in one school district to student performance on a different commercial test with no stakes. Student performance on the high-stakes test improved over time, according to the researchers, as the teachers adapted their instruction to the curriculum implicit in the test. Student performance on the other test, administered solely for the purpose of the study, did not improve over time. The difference in student performance between the two tests is offered by the CRESST researchers as proof that high-stakes tests “narrow the curriculum” and induce “teaching to the test.” Test critics would describe the second set of scores on the high-stakes test as artificially inflated, “polluted,” or “corrupted.”

The idea behind score inflation is that, as teachers become more familiar with test content, they spend more time teaching that test content and less time teaching other material. So, over time, as familiarity grows, scores climb on the test while real learning suffers.

In the early 1980s, a West Virginia physician named John J. Cannell investigated a statistical anomaly that he had discovered: statewide average scores for students on some widely used test batteries were above the national average in every state in which they were given.74 It was dubbed the “Lake Wobegon Effect” after the fictional community where “all the children are above average.”

Response:

The Lake Wobegon anomaly might have been caused — observed Cannell and a group of test experts — by a number of factors, including schools reusing old tests year after year and growing familiar with their specific content, and test publishers waiting years before “renorming” the reference scales. Other factors could have included the “non-representativeness” of the norming samples;75 the choice by school districts of the one test, from among various test versions, that most closely aligned with their curriculum and on which their pupils would likely perform best; and the fact that student achievement really was improving throughout the 1980s, as verified by
independent testing, such as that for SAT, ACT, and NAEP exams. There may also have been some statistical anomalies in Dr. Cannell's calculations.\textsuperscript{76}

The Lake Wobegon controversy led to calls for more state government control over test content and administration and less local discretion. In most states, those calls were answered. Today most school districts are aware of the problem of test score inflation, and do not use tests with the exact same questions year after year. Many jurisdictions now either use tests that are custom-built to their state standards and curricula or that are adapted from commercial publishers' test item banks. A simple way to prevent score inflation is to use different tests or test forms from year to year without announcing in advance which one will be used. Indeed, most of the likeliest sources of the Lake Wobegon effect are fairly easily avoided.\textsuperscript{77}

The larger argument about teaching to the test has several components, which will now be addressed.

2) Curriculum Narrowing

We might suppose that preparing youngsters to do well on tests would find favor with testing experts, yet many of them condemn all forms of "teaching to the test." These arguments tend to come in several forms. One is that valuable subjects that are not tested (e.g., art and music, maybe even social studies or science) will be ignored or slighted by test-obsessed teachers and school systems. Lorrie Shepard of CRESST and the University of Colorado has asserted:

Although critics may originally have feared that testing would take instructional time away from 'frills,' such as art and citizenship, the evidence now shows that social studies and science are neglected because of the importance of raising test scores in the basic skills.\textsuperscript{78}

A variation on this theme holds that, even within a subject that is taught, content coverage will be narrowed (or curricular depth made shallow) in order to conform to the content or style of the test.

Response:

There is only so much instructional time available, and choices must be made as to how it is used. (Of course, some new school designs also extend the school day or year to ameliorate this problem.) If non-tested subjects are being dropped, either they, too, should be tested or, perhaps, educators and policymakers are signalling that, in a world of tough choices among competing priorities, some subjects must in fact take a backseat to others. A state or school system could easily add high-stakes tests in art, music, language, and civics, or any other subjects. Attaching high-stakes to tests in some subjects and not others would be interpreted by most as a signal that the former subjects are considered to be more important. Perhaps that's actually true. Especially where students are sorely deficient in basic skills and need extra instruction in them, it is likely that few parents would object to such priorities. Survey results show clearly that the public wants students to master the basics skills first, before they go on to explore the rest of the possible curriculum.\textsuperscript{79} If that means spending more time on "the basics," so
be it. As for subject content being narrowed or made shallow in anticipation of a test, a better response than eliminating the test might be to replace it with one that probes deeper or more broadly.

3a) Emphasis on Lower-Order Thinking (in Instruction)

Lorrie Shepard has also asserted:

High-stakes testing misdirects instruction even for the basic skills. Under pressure, classroom instruction is increasingly dominated by tasks that resemble tests....Even in the early grades, students practice finding mistakes rather than do real writing, and they learn to guess by eliminating wrong answers...

In an extensive 18-month observational study, for example, Mary Lee Smith and her colleagues found that, because of external tests, elementary teachers had given up on reading real books, writing, and undertaking long-term projects and were filling all available time with word recognition; recognition of errors in spelling, language usage, and punctuation; and arithmetic operations...

Response:

Critics like Smith and Shepard say that intensive instruction in basic skills denies the slow students instruction in the "the neat stuff" in favor of "lower-order thinking." They argue that time for preparing students for high-stakes tests reduces "ordinary instruction." They cannot abide the notion that preparing students for a standardized test could be considered instruction, because it is not the kind of instruction that they favor.

Instruction to which teachers may resort to help students improve their scores on standardized tests tends not to be constructivist. It is the type of instruction, however, that teachers feel works best for knowledge and skill acquisition. Teachers in high-stakes testing situations do not deliberately use instructional practices that impede learning: they use those that they find to be most successful.

These testing critics idealize the concept of teachers as individual craftspersons, responding to the unique needs of their unique pupils in unique ways with "creative and innovative" curriculum and instruction. But the most difficult jobs in the world are those that must be created anew every day without any consistent structure, and performed in isolation without collaboration or advice. In Public Agenda's research, "teachers routinely complained that teaching is an isolated and isolating experience."

By contrast, teachers in other countries are commonly held to more narrowly prescribed curricula and teaching methods. Furthermore, because their curricula and instructional methods are standardized, they can more easily and productively work together and learn from each other. They seem not to suffer from a loss of "creativity and innovation"; indeed, when adjusted for a country's wealth, teachers in other nations are commonly paid more, and usually have greater prestige.

Critics like Shepard and Smith cannot accept that some teachers may want to conform to sys-
temwide standards for curriculum, instruction, and testing. Standardization brings the security, convenience, camaraderie, and common professional development that accompany a shared work experience.86

3b) Emphasis on Lower-Order Thinking (in Test Content)

One CSTEEP study, funded by the National Science Foundation, analyzed whether several widely used commercial (and mostly multiple-choice) tests required “higher-” or “lower-order” thinking. A press account boasted, “In the most comprehensive study of its kind yet conducted, researchers from Boston College have found evidence to confirm the widespread view that standardized and textbook tests emphasize low-level thinking and knowledge and that they exert a profound, mostly negative effect on classroom interaction.”87 Researcher Maryellen Harmon told a reporter, “None of [the test content] calls for high-order thinking that requires that they go in-depth into the concept, that they use math skills in nonconventional contexts, or pull together concepts from geometry and algebra.”88 Project Director George Madaus was quoted as saying that the findings present a “depressing picture....If this doesn’t change, an inordinate amount of time, attention, and preparation will be given to the wrong domains in math and science, domains that are not reflecting the outcomes we want.”89

Response:

Many readers would be astonished, as I still am, by the vehemence of some critics’ ire toward something as seemingly dull and innocuous as item response format. Yet many of the accusations leveled at multiple-choice items have little substance. For example, you can often find in CSTEEP and FairTest publica-

tions assertions that multiple-choice items demand only factual recall and “lower-order” thinking, while “performance-based” test do neither. Both claims are without merit. It is the structure of the question, not the response format, that determines the character of the cognitive processing necessary to reach a correct answer.

Test items can be banal and simplistic or intricately complex and, either way, their response format can be multiple-choice or open-ended. There is no necessary correlation between the difficulty of a problem and its response format. Even huge, integrative tasks that require fifty minutes to classify, assemble, organize, calculate, and analyze can, in the end, present the test-taker with a multiple-choice response format. Just because the answer to the question is among those provided, it is not necessarily easy or obvious how to get from the question to the answer.

Anyone who still thinks that multiple-choice items demand only factual recall should take a trip to the bookstore and look at some SAT or ACT help books. I purchased a copy of the Cliffs Notes SAT prep book and randomly picked a page. It was in the math section and four items are posed. Here’s one: “What is the maximum number of milk cartons, each 2” wide by 3” long by 4” tall, that can fit into a cardboard box with inside dimensions of 16” wide by 9” long by 8” tall?” Five possible answers are provided, but the correct one, obviously, cannot just be “recalled.” Calculations are required. My solution was to calculate the volume, in cubic inches, of a carton and the box, by multiplying the three dimensions in each case, and then to divide the former volume into the latter. I used pen and paper for two of the calculations and figured the other in my head. Interestingly, the Cliffs Notes book solves the problem graphically, by sketching a three-dimensional box and subdividing it with line segments along each dimension.90
Indeed, much of the Cliffs Notes book is devoted to convincing the student that there is usually more than one way to “construct” a response to a problem. The book contains sections that illustrate different approaches to solving similar problems. It’s a very “constructivist” book; any student following its advice would make ample use — in taking the SAT — of pen, paper, calculator, formulas, diagrams, sketches, lateral thinking, meta-analysis, and other devices that constructivists hold dear. Students armed with multiple methods for solving problems, of course, will hit more correct answers on the SAT than students with fewer methods, other factors held equal. So, higher SAT scores should be taken as evidence of more “higher-order” thinking.

All the optical scanner will read in the end, however, is a sheet of circles, some filled in with pencil and others not. Moreover, all the computer will score in the end is the number of correct filled-in circles. The calculations, sketches, and diagrams the student used to solve the problems are left behind in the test booklet, on scratch paper, or in the student’s head. Just because the optical scanner and computer do not see the “process” evidence of “higher-order” thinking, however, does not mean it did not take place.91 That is, however, what the critics assume.

The most essential point for the critics in applying the “lower-order” label to multiple-choice and the “higher-order” label to performance tests, seems to be that, with open-ended questions, a student shows (some of) her work in the test-response booklet itself, and a scorer can see (some of) how the test-taker approached the problem through the exposition of the answer. This is undoubtedly helpful to teachers but far less necessary for purposes of informing parents, policymakers, admissions counselors, etc.

CSTEEP’s researchers defined “higher-order thinking skills” as having three characteristics: problem solving (the ability to formulate problems, use a variety of problem solving strategies in non-routine situations, verify and interpret results); reasoning (the ability to infer, analyze, use logic); and communicating (the ability to speak, write, depict, or demonstrate ideas in prose, graphs, models, equations, and to describe, explain, or argue a position).92 The first two characteristics are typically found in definitions of “higher-order thinking.”93 The third was added by CSTEEP for the purposes of their study. The CSTEEP researchers crafted a definition of “higher-order thinking” that multiple-choice tests would invariably fail. According to them, one is not “communicating” when filling in a bubble for a multiple-choice item, no matter what mental or physical processes may have been used in getting a student to that point, but one is “communicating” when writing a textual response to an open-ended prompt.94 If the scorer cannot see the work, the work does not exist. Obviously, if one can define “higher-order thinking skills” any way one wishes, as these CSTEEP researchers did, one can define any type of testing one dislikes as embodying only “lower-order thinking.”

Even defined without the “communicating” component, is “higher-order thinking” always a superior form of thinking, as testing critics imply? Consider the type of thinking surgeons do. They are highly paid and well-respected professionals. Their study, however, consists of a considerable amount of rote memorization, and their work entails a considerable amount of routine and factual recall (all “lower-order thinking”). Moreover, the medical college admissions test is largely multiple-choice, and tests administered during medical training largely elicit the recall of discrete facts.

If you were about to go under the knife, which kind of surgeon would you want? Perhaps one who used only “higher-order thinking,” only “creative and innovative” techniques, and “constructed her own meaning” from every operation she performed?
Or, would you prefer a surgeon who had passed her “lower-order thinking” exams — on the difference, say, between a spleen and a kidney — and used tried-and-true methods with a history of success: methods that other surgeons had used successfully? Certainly, there would be some situations where one could benefit from an innovative surgeon. If no aspect whatsoever of the study or practice of surgery were standardized, however, there would be nothing to teach in medical school, and your regular barber or beautician would be as well qualified to “creatively” excise your appendix as anyone else. Ideally, most of us would want a surgeon who possesses both “lower” and “higher” abilities.

The surgery analogy also addresses another of the testing critics’ arguments. They say that multiple-choice tests limit students to the “one correct answer” when there may really be more than one valid answer and more than one way to get to each. Moreover, they say, students should not get an entire exercise counted wrong if they analyze most of the problem correctly, but make one careless error.

Most of us would sympathize with this sentiment, but we should remember that there are countless examples in real life where there is just one right answer or where one careless error can have devastating consequences — in brain surgery, for example.

4) Declining Achievement

Testing experts claim that high-stakes tests actually interfere with learning and student achievement in states that use them. In “High

Students from states, provinces, or countries with medium or high-stakes testing programs score better on neutral, common tests and earn higher salaries after graduation than do their counterparts from states, provinces, or countries with no- or low-stakes tests.

Stakes Tests Do Not Improve Student Learning,” FairTest asserted that states with high-stakes graduation exams tend to score lower on NAEP. According to FairTest, this “contradicts the... common assumption of standards and tests-based school reform...that high-stakes testing...will produce improved learning outcomes.”

The FairTest solution is to restrict testing to occasional no-stakes monitoring with samples of students using the types of response formats that FairTest favors (no multiple-choice!). Scores on “portfolios” of each student’s best work would track individual student progress. Indeed, the only state testing program to garner the highest rating from FairTest was Vermont, which has a statewide portfolio program and no high-stakes or multiple-choice standardized testing.

Response:

The claim that high-stakes tests inhibit learning is a weak argument supported by dubious research. The FairTest report provides a good example of just how simplistic that research can be. FairTest argues that states with high-stakes minimum-competency test graduation requirements tend to have lower average test scores on NAEP. They make no effort, however, to control for other factors that influence test performance, and the relationship between cause and effect is just assumed to run in the direction FairTest wants. Most honest observers would assume the direction of cause and effect to be just the opposite — poorly performing states initiate high-stakes testing programs in an effort to
improve academic performance while high-performing states do not feel the need to.

The work of the Cornell labor economist John Bishop does not get the press attention bestowed on FairTest. Yet in a series of solid studies conducted over a decade, Bishop has shown that, when other factors that influence academic achievement are controlled for, students from states, provinces, or countries with medium or high-stakes testing programs score better on neutral, common tests and earn higher salaries after graduation than do their counterparts from states, provinces, or countries with no- or low-stakes tests. Bishop recently turned his attention to the very same relationship that FairTest studied, only he looked at it in depth. He and his colleagues used individual-level data from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS:88), which began in 1988, and High School and Beyond (HSB), another longitudinal study that ran from 1980 to 1992. They controlled for socioeconomic status, grades, and other important factors, while comparing the earnings of graduates from “minimum-competency” testing states to those from non-testing states. They found that test-taking students earned an average of 3 percent to 5 percent more per hour than their counterparts from schools with no minimum-competency tests. And the differences were greater for women, with as much as 6 percent higher earnings for those who had taken the tests. Other evidence of the success of high-stakes state testing programs continues to surface.

5) Testing Hurts Women and Minorities

As mentioned in the case study of high-stakes testing in Texas, the NAACP and the Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund both argued that the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills was biased against minorities.

The brunt of FairTest’s attack on the SAT involves alleged bias as well. The argument is straightforward: on average, girls score worse on the SAT than boys, despite getting better grades in school. Therefore the SAT is gender-biased. Blacks and Hispanics score lower than whites. Therefore the SAT is race-biased. FairTest argues that this bias against minorities depresses minority college admissions.

Response:

After investigating why girls score worse on the SAT than boys, despite getting better grades in school, the Educational Testing Service (ETS), the SAT’s developer, concluded that the gender difference in SAT scores was almost entirely explained by high school course selection (e.g., girls took fewer math and science courses than boys, and so got lower SAT math scores). ETS called the ETS explanation a “smokescreen.” Yet similar evidence is available for blacks and Hispanics: almost all the SAT math score differences between them and their white counterparts disappear when they take as much algebra and geometry in high school as white students do.

The charge that the use of SATs in college admissions artificially depresses minority admissions is also misguided. As David W. Murray writes in “The War on Testing”:

Nor is it even clear that relying more exclusively on grades would bump up the enrollment numbers of blacks and Hispanics, as many seem to think. While it is true that more minority students would thereby become eligible for admission, so would other students whose grade point averages (GPAs) outstripped their test scores. A state commission in California, considering the adoption of such a scheme, discovered that in order to pick...
students from this larger pool for the limited number of places in the state university system, the schools would have to raise their GPA cut-off point. As a result, the percentage of eligible Hispanics would have remained the same, and black eligibility actually would have dropped.107

There is a double sadness to the focus of some minority spokespersons on the messenger instead of the message. Black and Hispanic students in the United States generally receive an education inferior to that received by white students. This is a shame and a disgrace. By blaming standardized tests instead of the schools that are responsible for their students' poor achievement, however, these advocacy groups waste efforts that would be better expended reforming bad schools.

A recent Public Agenda survey of parents on education issues pertaining to race implies that the NAACP actions in Texas and other states against high-stakes standardized testing may not even reflect what most African Americans want. “Most African-American parents do not think standardized tests are culturally biased,” reports Public Agenda, “and very few want race to be a factor when choosing the best teachers for their children...”108 When asked why, on average, black students don’t do as well as whites on standardized achievement tests, only 28 percent say it is mostly because “the tests are culturally biased against black students.” Forty-four percent of black parents say “the tests measure real differences in educational achievement,” and 18 percent say the reason for this difference is a failure of expectations.109

6) Excessive Cost

Some experts have criticized standardized tests, particularly those which include performance-based items, as too costly. Daniel Koretz, of CRESST, appeared before a congressional committee to argue against a national testing proposal, and stressed cost as a major negative. He claimed that the costs of performance-based national tests would be well over $100 per student, perhaps as high as $325 per student.

Another study of the extent and cost of testing by Walter Haney and George Madaus of CSTEEP calculated a “high” estimate of $22.7 billion spent on standardized testing in a year.110 U.S. schools, the CSTEEP report claimed, suffered from “too much standardized testing” that amounted to “a complete and utter waste of resources.”111 Their estimate breaks down to about $575 per student per year for standardized testing.

A recent CRESST report by Larry Picus which counted cost components in much the same way as the CSTEEP study estimated costs of a certain state test at between $848 and $1,792 per student tested.112

Response:

Several years ago, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) surveyed a national sample of state and local testing directors and administrators to appraise the costs of then-current statewide and districtwide tests, many of which contained some performance-based items. GAO found that eleven state tests ranging from 20% to 100% performance-based cost an average of $33 per student, including
the salary time of teachers and other staff engaged in test-related activity, as well as the purchase of test materials and services. GAO estimated that slightly over $500 million was spent by U.S. school systems on systemwide testing in a year, or about 0.2% of all spending on elementary and secondary schools.113

The GAO estimate of $33 per student contrasts with CRESST and CSTEEP estimates of $575 to $1792. The GAO estimate of about $500 million for the total national cost of systemwide testing contrasts with a CSTEEP estimate 45 times higher.

Testing critics estimate standardized tests’ costs so much higher because they count the costs of any activities “related to” a test as costs of a test. In the CRESST study of Kentucky’s performance-based testing program, for example, teachers were asked to count the number of hours they spent “preparing materials related to the assessment program for classroom use.” In an instructional program with the intention of unifying all instruction and assessment into a “seamless” web, where the curriculum and the test mutually determine each other, all instruction throughout the entire school year will be “related to” the assessment.

Furthermore, the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System (KIRIS) is a comprehensive program that includes changes in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation. Assessment is just one component. All the changes were implemented at the same time, and some survey respondents could consider any or all KIRIS costs as “related to” the assessment. Given the manner in which it posed its questions, CRESST cannot discern which are costs of the test and which are costs of other parts of the KIRIS program.

Testing critics estimate standardized tests’ costs so much higher because they count the costs of any activities “related to” a test as costs of a test.

The CSTEEP study counted even more cost items, such as student time. Walter Haney and the other CSTEEP researchers assumed that there is no instructional value whatsoever to student time preparing for or taking a test. (I would guess that students probably learn more while preparing for or taking a test.) Then they calculated the present discounted value of that “lost” instructional time against future earnings, assuming all future earnings to be the direct outcome of school instruction. The CSTEEP researchers also counted building overhead (maintenance and capital costs) for the time spent testing, even though those costs are constant (i.e., “sunk”) and not affected by the existence of a test. In sum, CSTEEP counts any and all costs incurred simultaneously with tests, not just those caused by testing.

7) Other Countries Don’t Test as Much

CSTEEP’s Madaus has claimed that “American students [were] already the most heavily tested in the world.”114 He has also asserted that the trend in other developed countries is toward less standardized testing. He reasoned that other countries are dropping large-scale external tests because they no longer need them as selection devices since places in upper secondary programs are being made available to everyone and access to higher education programs has widened. Thus, he argued, a worldwide trend toward less external testing could be found at all levels of education “even at the postsecondary level” and it was unidirectional — large-scale, external tests were being “abolished.”115
Response:

Are U.S. students the “most heavily tested in the world”? No. U.S. students actually spend less time taking high-stakes standardized tests than do students in other developed countries. A 1991 survey for the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) revealed that “U.S. students face fewer hours and fewer numbers of high-stakes standardized tests than their counterparts in every one of the 13 other countries and states participating in the survey and fewer hours of state-mandated tests than their counterparts in 12 of the 13 other countries and states.”

What of Madaus’s assertion of a trend toward less standardized testing in other countries?

The primary trend appears to be toward more testing, with a variety of new test types used for a variety of purposes. In a study I conducted, I found twenty-seven countries and provinces had increased or planned to increase testing over the period 1974-1999, while only two decreased it. Altogether, fifty-three tests were added and only three dropped.

8) All Those Who Really Care About Children Oppose Testing

Testing experts who hate testing imply that they speak on behalf of teachers and students, defending them against politicians, mean-spirited conservatives, and the greedy testing industry. The critics claim that those who care about teachers and students see testing for what it really is, and oppose it.

Regarding teachers, for example, Robert Stake, who was chosen by the AERA to speak at their press conference on testing, said “[teachers] have essentially no confidence in testing as the basis of the reform of schooling in America.”

The laundry list of costs attributed to students from the use of standardized tests ranged from a change in instruction away from the “neat stuff” in the curriculum toward “lower-order thinking,” to an increase in grade retention and dropout rates from the use of standardized tests in high-stakes situations. A CRESST study by Mary Lee Smith, referred to at the conference on the “unintended consequences of external testing,” claimed to find “stress, frustration, burnout, fatigue, physical illness, misbehavior and fighting, and psychological distress” among the effects of testing on young students.

Response

To learn the true attitudes toward testing among teachers, students, parents, and the public, I attempted to gather all relevant U.S. poll and survey items on student testing by collecting many surveys myself and searching the Roper Center archives. I discovered 200 items from seventy-five surveys over three decades.

The results are fairly decisive. Majorities of the general public favor more testing and higher stakes in testing. The majorities have been large, often very large, and fairly consistent over the years, across polls and surveys, and even across respondent groups. Parents, students, employers, state education administrators, and even teachers (who exhibit more guarded opinions and sometimes fear being blamed if their students score badly on tests) consistently favor more student testing and higher stakes.

Twenty-seven polls taken between 1970 and the present asked specific respondents whether they thought education would improve if there
were higher (student) stakes in school testing. In twenty-six of the twenty-seven polls the answer was yes, in most cases by huge margins.

Which was the twenty-seventh study, the one claiming that respondents want lower stakes in student testing? It was a survey conducted by CSTEEP and funded by the National Science Foundation. Its contrary conclusions may have a lot to do with its convoluted design. First, respondents were chosen selectively from urban, “high-minority” public school districts. High school teachers in the sample were limited to those with classes of “average and below average” students. Moreover, the specific interview question that elicited opinions on the effects of mandated tests was, in my judgment, biased in a way that would generate negative answers. The question was: “Do you have any particular concerns or opinions about any of these standardized tests?” “Concerns” doesn’t equal “criticisms” in meaning but, in this context, it’s pretty close. Then the CSTEEP researchers classified as “negative” responses those that others might classify as neutral or positive. For example, if a teacher said that her students “didn’t test well,” it was interpreted by the researchers as a “major source of invalidity” and a “negative” comment, even though students can test poorly for dozens of reasons, including not studying or not paying attention in class.

Do these CSTEEP researchers and other testing opponents at least represent other “education establishment” organizations in opposing high-stakes standardized testing? Far from it. The National Association of State Boards of Education has come out strongly in favor of a greater use of high-stakes standardized testing. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) has been the nation’s most forceful and vocal advocate for greater use of high-stakes standardized student testing. The other large teachers’ union, the National Education Association, has recently moved closer to the AFT position. Nationwide polls of teachers conducted over three decades by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., the American Federation of Teachers, the Phi Delta Kappan magazine, and Public Agenda show strong teacher support for high-stakes standardized tests.

Despite this widespread support for testing, press coverage of testing issues often seems one-sided against testing. It typically features a FairTest spokesperson as the anti-testing alternative to some sincere, beleaguered state or local testing director just trying to do her job.

I telephoned a few newspaper reporters to try to understand why their stories on testing were set up this way. They replied that they do not know of any advocacy group on the other side of the issue that could balance FairTest’s perspective. They added that FairTest is also very reliable: they keep up with the issues and they return telephone calls promptly. In his review of SAT critiques, Gregory Cizek expresses disappointment that “the measurement profession has made no corresponding, popular, accessible, public defense of its mission or of testing.”

While one sees only a handful of education-researcher experts speaking out in favor of high-stakes standardized tests, there are in fact hundreds of qualified testing experts working for national, state, or local agencies (not to mention the experts working for organizations that develop tests under contract to governments) who are legally and ethically restricted...
from expressing their views regarding testing policy. The debate seems unbalanced only because one side is often missing from it, that of the pro-testing advocates who cannot speak out.

For a reporter who arrives at the office in the morning with no story and who cannot leave in the evening without one, FairTest is a godsend. The majority that favors testing has no comparable voice.
Testing in Perspective

The fact that tests and test results can be misused is beyond dispute. Human beings are responsible for administering them and interpreting their results, and humans are imperfect creatures. There is also no denying that tests are imperfect measurement devices. If the items in the anti-testing canon were also beyond dispute, one might well be disposed to give up on high-stakes standardized testing. But that would be an enormous mistake.

The critics would have us believe that all problems with high-stakes and standardized testing must always be with us, i.e., that nothing can be changed or improved. They're wrong. Some of the alleged problems — that they hurt learning and are expensive, for instance — are really not problems at all, as shown above. Other problems apply equally to the alternatives to testing. Still others are solvable and are being or have been solved by state, local, or national testing directors.

Probably the single most important recent innovation in relation to the quality and fairness of testing in the United States has been the addition of managerial and technical expertise in state education agencies. At that level, it is possible to retain an adequate group of technically proficient testing experts, adept at screening, evaluating, administering, and interpreting tests, who are not “controlled by commercial publishers” or naïve about test results. They, along with governors and legislatures, are currently calling the shots in standardized testing. Some of the most important decisions affecting the design and content of the tests, the character of the testing industry, and the nature of its work, are today being made by state testing directors.

They can, for example, deploy a number of relatively simple solutions to the problems of score inflation, curricular compression and teaching to the test, including not revealing the contents of tests beforehand; not using the same test twice; adding items on the test that sample broadly from the whole domain of the curriculum tested; requiring that non-tested subjects also get taught (or testing them, too); and maintaining strict precautions against cheating during test administrations.

In Texas and North Carolina, they do something else about score inflation: they keep raising the bar. As instruction and learning improve and scores rise, they boost their standards. Their students’ dramatic improvements on the independent NAEP offer evidence that the achievement gains are real, not a result of score inflation caused by “narrowing the curriculum” and “teaching to the test.”

In Texas, some Canadian provinces, and some other states and countries, they use “blended” or “moderated” scores for high-stakes decisions. The “blends” combine test scores with other measures, such as classroom grades and attendance records, so that instructional efforts will not focus exclusively on the standardized test and so that high-stakes decisions will not be based solely on single, or even multiple, attempts at passing a test.

One final argument against testing — that using test results to evaluate schools leads to unfair comparisons between rich districts with highly educated parents and poor districts with less-well educated parents — can also be effectively challenged. There are at least two solutions to this problem. The first is to set targets for schools based on their own past performance. The second is to calculate “value-added” test scores, as North Carolina does. This method estimates how much value a school adds to the level of achievement that would have been predicted (given the background and prior attainment of students),
and then adjusts a school's or district's test scores accordingly. Like any other system, “value-added” scoring can be abused. There's a particular danger that it can be used to let poorly managed school systems with lots of poor and minority children off the hook. “Value-added” scores can also be tricky to calculate. But many able and earnest analysts throughout the country are striving to make value-added systems work.

While some of the “problems” with standardized testing turn out not to be problems, and others turn out to be solvable, a third set of problems is inherent and inevitable — but similar problems are also present in the alternatives to standardized tests.

The critics unfairly compare high-stakes standardized testing to their own notion of perfection. Administration of high-stakes tests will never be perfect. There will always be some teachers and pupils who cheat. There will always be some students who are better prepared to take a test than others, and so on.

Perfection, however, is not a reasonable standard of comparison for standardized testing. Too often, the alternative is a system of social promotion with many levels of (nominally) the same subject matter being taught, ranging from classes for self-motivated kids to those for youngsters who quit trying years before, and whom the system has ignored ever since.131 Too often, the result is a system that graduates functional illiterates.

If none of the curriculum is tested, we cannot know if any of it has been learned. Without standardized tests, no one outside the classroom can reliably gauge student progress. No district or state superintendent. No governor. No taxpayer. No parent. No student. Each has to accept whatever the teacher says and, without standardized tests, no teacher has any point of comparison, either.

While it is unfair to test what has not been taught, no such claim can be made about testing what has been taught. And if what is tested is the curriculum, then attacks on “teaching to the test” seem silly, since teachers are teaching what they should be teaching.

Eliminating high-stakes standardized testing would necessarily increase our reliance on teacher grading and testing. Are teacher evaluations free from all the complaints of the anti-testing canon? Not exactly. Individual teachers can also narrow the curriculum to that which they prefer. Grades are susceptible to inflation with ordinary teachers, as students get to know a teacher better and learn his idiosyncrasies. A teacher’s grades and test scores are far more likely to be idiosyncratic and non-generalizable than any standardized tests'.132

Moreover, teacher-made tests are not necessarily any better supplied with “higher-order thinking” than are standardized tests. Yet many test critics would bar all high-stakes standardized tests and have us rely solely on teacher evaluations of student performance. How reliable are those evaluations? Not very. There are a number of problems with teacher evaluations, according to research on the topic. Teachers tend to consider “nearly everything” when assigning marks, including student class participation, perceived effort, progress over the period of the course, and comportment, according to Gregory Cizek. Actual achievement vis-à-vis the subject matter is just one factor.

Indeed, many teachers express a clear preference for non-cognitive outcomes such as “group interaction, effort, and participation” as more important than averaging tests and quiz scores.133 It’s not so much what you know, it’s how you act in class. Being enthusiastic and
group-oriented gets you into the audience for TV game shows and, apparently, also gets you better grades in school.

One study of teacher grading practices discovered that 66 percent of teachers feel that their perception of a student's ability should be taken into consideration in awarding the final grade. Parents of students who assume that their children's grades represent subject matter mastery might well be surprised.
Conclusion: Two Views of Testing and Learning

There is perhaps no more concise exposition of the general philosophy undergirding opposition to standardized testing among education experts than that revealed in the Public Agenda survey of education school professors, Different Drummers. Among the reasons most dislike standardized tests are their preferences for “process over content”; “facilitating learning” rather than teaching; and “partnership and collaboration” over imparting knowledge.

A large majority of education school professors surveyed felt that it was more important that “kids struggle with the process of trying to find the right answers” (86 percent) than that “kids end up knowing the right answers to the questions or problems” (12 percent): “It is the process, not the content, of learning that most engages the passion and energy of teacher educators. If students learn how to learn, the content will naturally follow.”

The role of teachers, then, in this education worldview, should be that of “facilitator,” not “sage on the stage.” When asked which statement was “closer to their own philosophy of the role of teachers,” 92 percent of the education professors agreed that “Teachers should see themselves as facilitators of learning who enable their students to learn on their own.” Only 7 percent felt that “Teachers should see themselves as conveyors of knowledge who enlighten their students with what they know.”

The constructivist criticism of any teaching or testing that fixes the manner of solving a problem and penalizes students for careless or “minor” errors is not shared by the public or even by students. In Getting By, Public Agenda reported that 79 percent of teens say “most students would learn more if their schools routinely assured that kids were on time and completed their homework.... [Sixty-one percent said] having their class work checked regularly and being forced to redo it until it was correct would get them to learn a lot more. When interviewed in focus groups, teens often remembered “tough” teachers with fondness: “I had a math teacher [who] was like a drill sergeant. She was nice but she was really strict. Now I don’t have her this year, and looking back, I learned so much.”

In the real world, testing will continue. Testing experts have much to contribute to efforts to ensure that testing is done well. Unfortunately many of them share an ideological orientation that makes any type of standardized test impossible to swallow. Until these experts reexamine their most fundamental beliefs about teaching and learning, all the hard work of improving standardized tests will have to be done without them.
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